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Grendel vs. The Shadow: Matt Wagner: 9781616556426: Amazon ... Grendel vs The Shadow channels the energy and swinging jazz of the 1930s, but pulls no
punches as the criminal underworld is caught between two powerhouse personalities! Prime Book Box for Kids. Story time just got better with Prime Book Box, a
subscription that delivers hand-picked childrenâ€™s books every 1, 2, or 3 months. Grendel vs. The Shadow (TPB) (2015) â€“ GetComics Grendel vs. The Shadow
(TPB) (2015) : Sparks fly and bullets blaze when the original Grendel, Hunter Rose, is transported to 1930s New York and faces off with the original dark-night
avenger, the Shadow! Two pulp-noir icons go head to head in a thrilling story written and drawn by legendary Grendel creator Matt Wagner. Grendel vs. The Shadow
by Matt Wagner - Goodreads Grendel vs. the Shadow is a three-issue limited comic book series written and drawn by Matt Wagner in which Hunter Rose (AKA
"Grendel"), after mis-reciting an ancient incantation on a scroll, is transported from his modern Manhattan abode to 1930s NYC in the midst of mob warfare for
control of the city and its Prohibition-era liquor.

Grendel vs. The Shadow #1 | CBR Matt Wagner opens â€œGrendel vs. The Shadowâ€• #1 with a time travel plot device that will send Grendel to the stomping
grounds of The Shadow in 1930s New York City. Although the method of travel â€” an ancient Chinese artifact â€” is an eye-rolling gimmick, it gets the job done
quickly. Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Grendel vs. The Shadow Grendel and the Shadow prove to be evenly matched in their encounters. Hunter Rose's
comments on the literary giants of the 1930's made me think he would have made quite the Amazon reviewer. There is a mob boss's daughter who proves to be a most
stunning figure and we get some insights into Margo Lane's thoughts on her relationship with the Shadow. Grendel Vs. The Shadow - FANDOM powered by Wikia
Synopsis: Grendel Vs. Shadow Edit. Sparks fly and bullets blaze when the original Grendel, Hunter Rose, is transported to 1930s New York and faces off with the
original dark-night avenger.

Grendel vs. The Shadow Issue #1 - Read Grendel vs. The ... Read Grendel vs. The Shadow Issue #1 comic online free and high quality. Unique reading type: All
pages - just need to scroll to read next page. Grendel Vs. The Shadow #2 | CBR Wagner also gives us an equal match-up between Grendel and the Shadow. It would
be easy to favor Grendel here (being Wagnerâ€™s baby), or to alternately have the Shadow make Grendel run with his tail between his legs. Grendel vs. The Shadow
(Volume) - Comic Vine Grendel vs The Shadow in a 3-part miniseries by Matt Wagner.

Grendel VS The Shadow - Battles - Comic Vine I'd give Grendel the edge in H2H and agility, give the Shadow a big edge since they're starting from 30' and he's got
guns, and perhaps give them about equal tactical abilities, given their mutual.
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